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DAT FORMAT AND SCORING
REGISTRATION
STUDY RESOURCES
QUESTIONS



The Dental Admission Test (DAT) is 
required for acceptance into almost 

every Dental School in the U.S.
 

It is a 4.5-hour test that consists of 4 
sections.

 
There is an optional 30-minute break in 
between the PAT and reading section.



The DAT is scored on a scale from 1-30 
for each subsection.

Academic Average (AA): The average of 
all subsections excluding PAT

Total Science (TS): Score based on total 
performance of the 100 science 
questions (Bio, GC, OC)



The number of questions you can miss to 
get a specific score on a section varies 
depending on the perceived difficulty of 
your exam

Every exam is different and has a 
predetermined grading scale

 The ADA does not publicly release the 
grading scale for each exam



Average Scores For 
ACCEPTED Students

Scores and Percentages: 20 (Top 11%), 22 (Top 6%), 24 (Top 3%), 28 (Top 0.2%)
Nobody has scored a AA of 30



FRESHMAN YEAR
General Chemistry 
Completed

SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry and 
Biology Completed

SUMMER
Studying for the DAT

DAT
Take the exam

Junior Year
Available for 
Retakes

This is the traditional timing for prepping and taking the DAT. You can take the DAT 

anytime before applying, but your application will not be complete until your scores 

are sent to the dental schools (3-4 weeks after the day of the exam)



Step 1: Receive your DENTPIN
Register at http://www.ada.org/DENTPIN and you should receive an email with your DENTPIN 
within a few days.

Step 2: Apply and pay for the DAT
Apply at https://www.ada.org/en/education-careers/dentpin/apply-to-test and pay a fee. You 
have the option to send your DAT scores for free to whichever dental schools you want (highly 
recommend you send them to all Dental Schools). There will be a fee for every score 
submission if you don't choose to send them now.

Step 3: Register for your testing center and date
If you are eligible, you can go to https://www.prometric.com/test-takers/search/ada and 
choose your testing center and exam day. You have a 6-month window of days for which you 
can reschedule your test (fees get more expensive closer to your scheduled test day).

http://www.ada.org/DENTPIN
https://www.ada.org/en/education-careers/dentpin/apply-to-test
https://www.prometric.com/test-takers/search/ada


BRING 2 FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION
(one government issued with photo
and signature, one with signature)
Locker given to hold items, can visit
during optional break to eat and rest
You are provided 2 laminated sheets,
expo markers, and an online calculator
(only during QR section)
After the end of exam survey, your
scores will pop up immediately



The Essentials

AND/OR

Additional Resources

DAT Destroyer (Bio/GC/OC/QR): spiral-bound book with hundreds of practice questions
DAT Destroyer Math: another version of Destroyer focused solely on math
Other Full Courses: includes Kaplan Test Prep, Crack the DAT, Princeton Review

More Resources (Some FREE) and a Detailed DAT Study Guide at https://utdpda.com/dat-preparation/

https://utdpda.com/dat-preparation/


Cost: $499
Videos: 730+

Practice Questions: 13000+
Practice Tests: 10

Subscription: 90 Days
Additional Notes: mobile app, older and 

more widely used

Cost: $299
Videos: 500+

Practice Questions: 8900+
Practice Tests: 10

Subscription: 90 Days
Additional Notes: more representative 

of real DAT*, has code "30daysonly"

Use CODE "susan70" for $70 off Use CODE "UTDpredental" for 15% off





We will sell shirts for $11 soon
 

Look out on GroupMe for updates on 
shirts, volunteering opportunities, and 

event planning




